Information for Buyers
Thank you for your interest in Karen’s Quarter Horse & Buckskin Ranch! We understand many of you are
buying sight unseen, and we appreciate your trust in us to pick the perfect horse for your needs! This
information should answer some of your questions regarding buying a horse from us.
How can I pay for my new horse? If your horse is being shipped, we ONLY accept WIRE TRANSFERS or
PAYPAL. If using a credit card on Paypal, you are responsible for the 3% fee, or any other paypal fees.
Money can be sent on PayPal with no charge via “friends and family” if it is coming from your bank
account.
Do you make any guarantees on the horses you sell? We make no guarantees on these horses‐
although we work diligently to try and fit you with the perfect one! We will disclose ALL information we
can about these horses health and their behavior to you. If you have any concerns about buying from us,
we encourage you to look at our “testimonials” page‐ we have hundreds of happy buyers all over the
country!
Will you hold a horse for me until I can get there to try it or pay for it? We do not hold horses for any
reasons whatsoever EXCEPT if you’re waiting for a pre‐purchase exam. Pre‐purchase exams are entirely
up to you . We do not take deposits to hold horses. If you’re interested in a horse we have, we
encourage you to call right away. Many of our horses sell within a day of being posted.
How do you set up shipping and how much does it cost? We have a reputable shipper we use. There is
a link on our sales page to contact them to get a quote
How much does it cost to keep my horse with you after I have purchased it? While horses are waiting
to be shipped/picked up, a board rate of $375/month for stalled horses and $350.00/day for pastured
horses will apply. This will start 7 days after the horse has been spoken for. This is our cost for feed/hay,
shavings, and barn help.
What responsibility do I have after I have purchased my horse from you? When you agree to buy a
horse from us‐ after it is paid for, it is your horse. You are now responsible for that animal. We will give
your horse the BEST care until he/she ships or you can pick them up! After they’re purchased we are
ultimately acting as a boarding facility. Any injuries, sickness or issues that arise with your horse
(whether it be while waiting for transport or during transport) are your financial responsibility. We
suggest you set up insurance on your horse. You can activate IMMEDIATE coverage and it is very
reasonable!
We hope this clears up any questions you may have. We want your experience with us to be as easy and
stress‐free as possible! Thank you for considering Karen’s Quarter Horse & Buckskin Ranch for your next
purchase!
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